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AJböTKACX 

Operation MXHHKH X was the first of a series of manned balloon 

probes Into the upper atmosphere, as a preliminary Investigation to 

the Nan In Space progran. The structure and Instrumentation of the 

capsule and aerostat are described, and the collected data are plotted 

and analyzed. 

PÜBLICATIOB BEVIEW 

This Technical Report has been reviewed and Is hereby approved 

for publication. 

FOR THE COMMANDER. 

RÜFlijyR. HESSEERG       \J 
Lt Colonel, ISA? (NC) 
Chief, AeroasAical ?leld Laboratory 
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NAXHIGH I 

I.    QPERATIOM MAHqiGH -  FUGCTJ 

.* o^nn r^n+r«! Imvli«ht Tine (COT) on 1 June 1957, prep«n»tlon» were 
^       rS^hf ?i«i ^ed stra^sphere bedloon flight on Project MAIEGH. 
ZST^iZ 2te STS^S« of the United State, j^rce Aero- 
^MSSA Laboratory, Bollo-an Air Fbrce ^'**r*>*CO' ** ^ 
ZcteA by Winzen Research,  Inc., KinneapoliB, Minnesota. 

The  initial pwparatioaa for this flight were nade at the ^^- 
seaiS x^t ^rTc^tair. J. W. Kittinger received his last ****** 
^Scal ^mSon prior to donning his Partial-pressure suit a^ the 
Jät^en^ScTfor «Lsuring his physiologies! reaction« during the 
flitfit. 

Durirac the period of Captain Kittinger's preparation for hiBfli&t, 
.-     ^^f.   !h?rh «uld be his laboratory, was also being prepared for 
Z fSSSt.' SS A o^g« sy^tL vas^klled, «i the che-dcals ^r. 
SLS S ^r rSenerSion unit.   The ^ctricja system and co-uni- 
JaUons equip-ent were given a final operational check. 

At 00=50 COT on 2 June 1957, Captain Kittinger entered the capaule, 

e«nt of u iMUnUiwou» 4«co^««.ion of th« c«p.ule .t extra-ior Bign 
>ltltu4e. 

SäTJssr^ÄÄÄ^»» * irtSÄ-Ä- 
tions cult need jjanediately. 

The pre-lmmch actiritie. proceed <*£*** *fc ^ ^tXÄ 

was inflated and all flight equipwnt ml uiitalled.    iS^ fig- li- 

At otoo COT all nwparatioo» *«re collet«, tha eurfaca wind» were 
x^akiLTaSLSiatSr^ St«, «d syn^tic -Uorolotical conditions 
^SlLId JS^tntlcipated fll#i.    At 0&5 COT the balloon was re- 
SLäSiTi- restxuiniS xx>Uer. of ^ U»^ gfjj-l^ - ^ 
^n^« —o,^»^ .I«V1T. the capsule was lifted into tha air iflg. *;, 5, balloon ascended «lowly, the capsule 
and h). 

Beleased by author, 6 February 1959- 

A<,,;J,?•^s.i,*^^»*■,• 
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At the tim of launching, there were a number of txmcklnf and photo- 
iraptlc aircraft in the air. These Included a UBAT C-^? with Captain 
H. B. Fronkler as pilot, two USA? hellcoptere under the cowand of Captain 
L. B. McOrady, and a »avion chartered by Winzen Research. 

CoiMinlcations at the conmand poet were «aintained during the Initial 
portion of the flight by means of a portable VHF transceiver. Approxi- 
mately 20 minutes after launch Captain Kittinger advised that he was going 
to check the other channels on the VHF coMDunicatlon« equipment. As he 
turned the channel selector knob on the transceiver, a mechanical failure 
of the selector resulted in his being urvaMf to determine the frequency to 
which the transceiver was tuned; thua h  * ucable to transmit voice com- 
munications througbout the remainder ol ^.3 flight. His only transmissions 
from this time on were accoavlished by using the physiological and altitude 
telemetering HF transmitter as a CW code transmitter. The HF voice receiv- 
er was still operating properly, and he was able to read ground instruc- 
tions. However, this became difficult during the later stages of ascent 
because of the proximity of a coa«ercial broadcasting station that was 
transmitting on a wave length near Captain Kittinger's HF receiver wave 

length. 

The breakdown in VHP comsunications necessitated a change in tracking 
procedures, since the CW tranamlssions from the capsule were being effec- 
tively received only at the Winsen Research plant. This information waa 
relayed by telephone to the flight center at Fleming Field, with a result- 
ant delay in obtaining critical infoimtion concerning the status of the 

flight operation. 

Soon after launch it becsams apparent to Captain Kittinger that the 
capsule internal pressure w»a responding very slowly to the change in al- 
titude. Inasmuch as the pressure response rate had never been experienced 
under actual flight condltiona, it was necessary for Captain Kittinger to 
withhold any evaluation until it could be determined whether or not the 
capsule pressure would drop to the anticipated level. The loss of com- 
manications on the VHP transceiver resulted in a lengthy delay in report- 
ing thi« problem. The first Indication of iapending trouble waa received 
on the ground at 0807 COT when Captain Kittinger reported that hi« liquid 
or/gen supply was down to two liters peaainlng. This waa confirmed, and 
the conand helicopter was called back to Fleming Field so that Lt. Col. 
D. 0. Sinono, Colonel J. P. Stapp, and 0. C. Wimen could discuss the 
situation. It was necessary to obtain more infoxmation from Captain 
Kittinger before evaluation of the problem waa possible. During this 
period, the balloon was floating at its ceiling altitude of 95,200 feet. 
The rapidity with which the oxygen supply vma being depleted indicated 
that the fault was in the cabin pressure controller, and the decision to 
start a descent was Mde at 085^ COT. 

■ 
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In an ett«pt to eatabllBÜ aorc direct contact with the capsule, the 
ground control function vaa tranaferred to the C-kJ aircraft. At approxi- 
mately 1000 CDT, Captain Klttlnger was advised to switch his oxygen supply 
to the pressure suit In order to conserve the remaining oxygen. This pro- 
cedure definitely established that the cabin pressure controller was re- 
!8ponsible for the excesslre loss of oxygen; therefore, by closing the vent 
valve from this unit. It was possible for Captain Klttlnger to resuaa the 
noiml capsule ataosphere breathing procedure - manually replenishing the 
oxygen through the constant flow valve as required. 

The cloud cover had by this time obscured the balloon from view of 
the C-47, and the command function was transferred back to the Wlnzen 
comnunlcatlon post at the coapany plant. The C-^7 remained on the g.jund 
until 1130 CDT, at which time Captain Klttlnger had descended to 53,000 
feet. At 1215 COT, Captain Klttlnger reported that he had descended 
through the tropopause. Further attests to re-establish VHF coamunlca- 
tlons were unsuccessful, and shortly after 1230 COT, the balloon was 
sighted below the clouds. It was traveling In an BSE direction from a 
point directly south of Belle Plaine, Minnesota (see fig. 5). 

The descent rate of the balloon was retarded by dropping part of the 
external batteries on individual parachutes (indicated by arrows in fig- 
ure 5). Despite high surface winds and the heavily wooded nature of the 
terrain, the landing made by Captain Klttlnger was executed with coaaend- 
able control. The capsule passed over the tree top« and settled into a 
smaU clearing, landing at 1255 COT on the bank of Indian Creek Just 
north of Weaver, Minnesota (fig. 6). At the instant of contact, the 
balloon was released, and the capsule toppled into the shallow water of 
the creek. Imediately after the landing, the two helicopters landed in 
the clearing and assisted Captain Klttlnger from the capaule. This was 
the conclusion of the flight which carried Captain Joseph Klttlnger to 
the highest sustained altitude achieved by man u&til that time (see fig- 

ure 7). 
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II.    SYSTEM DESCRIPriOH AHP FLlGig. PBRygOjgjAHCg 

A.    General 

The capsule used for the MAHHIGH I flight wa« an alunlnuj-alloy, 
hei^tlcally-sealed unit 8 feet high and 3 feet In diameter, having end^ 
i^pherlcL in shape.    (See -lg. 8.)    The capsule vas «upported In an 
uprl^t position by a tubular alu«lnuin structure to which ********•_. 
pendSl« equipment was attached.    This structure was especially dMl^f 
to serre ar^ock-absorblng syste- during landing operations.    ^ecap- 
sule shell was constructed of three separate sections which were henset- 
ically sealed together by two clrcu»ferentlal clasps.    The prlaary 
structuml «ember of the system was the aluminum alloy casting which 
formed the center section of the capsule shell.    This turret casting, 
in which the six portholes we« tocoiporated, was the load-carrying mem- 
ber for almost all of the internal structure and equipment.    The capsule 
was attached to an open kO.h-foot extended skirt-type parachute by aesns 
™sll suspension mting. which we« positioned ^S^^lSS^ 
the turret casting.    The pa«chute was,  in turn, attached to the balloon 
by a BtabilUlng suspension system to retard any capsule oscillations 
during the flight (fig. 9)- 

A p«ssu« equivalent to that of 26,000 feet was selected as the 
control pressure in the capsule. 

Oxygen for the pilot's breathing and for cabin pressurisation 
was provided by a five-liter liquid oxygen converter and a 205 cubic ^h 
high-pressure bottle.    An emergency 90 cubic inch bailout supply was in- 
stalled In the personal parachute harness worn by Cmptain Kittinger. 

The sealed atacsphere in the capsule was chemically treated to 
remove carbon dioxide and moisture, sad an external water evapormtlon- 
type cooling system was used to maintain the capsule te«i»erature at a 
comfortable level  (fig. 10) 

The electrical and coiammications equipment was primarily in- 
stalled internally, the main exception being the lead acid ^ttery f^ 
supply which was mounted on the lower undercarriage ring.    These batter- 
le* were equipped with individual parachutes and were to be used as 
ballast when expanded. 

Continuous ^cording of the flight progress and other MMttU^l 
infoimation was r     M  ed by sequence cameras.    These J«"*«8 PJ?^!?      ^ 
photographs of the xastmnent panel and photographs of the earth during the 
flight. 
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Variouß other Items Ox' «-qulpmeiit were Installed for the purpcee 
of performing a limited number of experiments and prorldln« scientific 

data from the flight. 

The balloon used for this flight had an inflated volume of tw 
million cubic feet and was fabricated from polyethylene film. An elec- 
trical fall-safe valve was Installed at the apex. 

The telemetering equipoönt was to provide altitude information, 
as well as physiological informatioa, concerning the reactions of  Captain 
Klttinger throughout the flight. (See fig. 11.) 

B. Aerostat and Flight Controln 

The balloon used for Captain Klttlnger's altitude record-breaking 
flight on 2 June 1957 was mar.ufactured by Winzen Research, Inc. It was 
fabricated from polyethylene film two mils in thickness. The inflated 
volume of this aerostat was J;wo million cubic feet and was of the Winzen 
Research natural shape FIST design. This design incorporated 60 gores 
with 120 integral heat-sealei load bands. Each load band had a rated 

tensile strength of 500 pounds. 

Installed at the apex of the balloon was an electrically driven 
1^-inch diameter fail-safe gas valve. (See fig. 12.) This valve was 
controlled from the electrical panel inside the capsule. The actuation 
of this valve ptrmitted Captain Kittinger to release the helium gas from 
the balloon in order to decrease the rate of ascent, initiate descent, 
or to increase the rate of descent. 

Ballas* for slowing the rate of descent or for initiation of or 
increase in raf; of ascent was provided by the utilization of expended 
lead acid batteries mounted on the tubular undercarriage. In addition 
to the battery ballast, fine control was possible through the dropping 
of steel shot through a metering valve mounted below the ballast con- 
tainer- A total of 2k6  pounds of ballast was provided for Captain 
Klttlnger's daylight flight. 

The performance of the aerostat and flight controls was normal 

throughout the flight period. 

C. Oxygen and Capsule Pressurization 

During normal flight operations, the capsule pressure regulation 
and the breathing oxygen supply were controlled slmiltaneously by a single 
cabin altitude selection regulator. This regu-latur was designed to «Bin- 
tain automatically the capsule pressure equivalent to any preselected al- 
titude between 12,000 and U0,000 feet (1*85 - l1«) ma Hg). The nonnal 
altitude ««ilectlon was 26,000 feet. This control pressure was «inually 
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953 
45 
14 

LAUNCH WEIGHT OF AEROSTAT 

Weight Breakdown 

Balloon 

Balloon with valve and all accesaories 
Parachute 
Radio control and termination 

(balloon releaoe) 

Capsule 

Shell,   3 piece, including turret and 
landing gear 

Outboard air-conditioning and air re- 
generation, with water & chemicals 

Oxygen system with liquid O2 
Photo panel,  recording camera, 

strobe light 
Control panels and wiring 
Internal batteries (silver cells) 
Internal structure 
Communications gear (VHF,  HF, Omni) 
Altitude recording and telemetering 

Ballast 

150 

141 

62 
50 

45 
40 
30 
60 
20 

1,012 lbs 

598 

External batteries (droppable) 
Steel sho* 

Pilot 

Pilot 
Personal equipment 
Food arid water 

Experiments 

Equipment for experiments 
Cameras plus film 

TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT OF 
MANHIGII I AEROSTAT 

196 
50 

160 
65 
15 

50 
20 

246 

240 

70 

2,166 lbs 

FIGURE 11 
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adju«t«ble by aeans of a calibrated adJuBtaent knob on the oxygen control 
panel. Oxygen wa« to be «etered into the capsule atawaphere fro« the 5- 
liter liquid oxygen converter at any ti« that the capsule pressure (be- 
cause of pilot's oxygen consunption, carbon dioxide reaoTal> and capsule 
leakage) fell belov the preselected value. An emergency supply (205 cubic 
inches at l800 psi) of oxygen was prorided in the event the natn supply 
should becone depleted. A special bailout supply (90 cubic inches at 
l800 psi) vas integrated into Captain Kittinger's parachute harnees. 

In addition to the autonstic capsule pressure regulator, a manu- 
ally operated constant flow valve was provided for supplying oxygen to 
the'capsule atnosphere in the event of failure of the automatic system. 

Captain Kittinger wore a standard ÜSAF MC-} partial-pr«ssure suit 
for protection in the event of a sudden decompression of the capsule or 
any contamination of the capsule atasosphere. Oa^gen for brenthing and 
suit pressuriisation vas available from any one of the three /sources. The 
liquid and easrgency supplies could be routed to the suit by means of a 
selector valve located on the oxygen control panel. 

The pressure suit operation was regulated by two automatic flow 
regulators located in the X-90 (bailout supply). 'Aen oxygen was supplied 
to these regulators from any one of the three sources, it was astered to 
the helmet on a pressure demand basis for the pilot's breathing. In the 
event that the ambient capsule pressure should drop below the equivalent 
ol 1^,000 feet ^tltude, oxygen would be supplied to the suit capstans to 
pressurire the suit. 

A rn^n^i dKcoiqpression valve was provided in order that any ex- 
cessive pressure buildup in the capsule could be decreased by venting 
the excess to the atmosphere. 

The failure of the oxygen and capsule pressurliation system to 
function as anticipated resulted in the flight being shortened several 
hours from the planned flight duration of ten to twelve hours. 

Within a few minutes after beginning his ascent. Captain Kittinger 
becsMe aware that the capsule pressure was not dropping as fast as the 
atsospherlc pressure. This  resulted in a pressure differential increase 
which should not have occurred until after passing the altitude which 
corresponded to the cabin altitude selector aetting. Inasmch as the rate 
of pi^essure equalisation during the Initial stages of ascent had not been 
established under ac'jual ni|^t conditions, he decided to continue the 
flight with no deviation from normal procedure. 
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The breakdown In the voice cowunlcations system, which occurred 
also during this Initial stage of ascent, resulted In an extended delay 
in reporting critical infomation to the command post, which was monitor- 
ing the flight on the ground. 

Captain Kittinger's first real warning of the malfunctioning 
oxygen system was the rapidity with which the liquid, oxygen supply was 
being depleted. Upon the instructions from the command post. Captain 
Kittinger initiated emergency oxygen and cabin pressure control proce- 
dures. This involved a shift to pressure suit operation to determine if 
the oxygen was being lost because of a large leak in the capsule itself. 
After it had been definitely established that the cabin pressure regulator 
was the cause of the malfunction, Captain Kittinger switched to manual 
pressure control. The descent had previously been initiated because of 
the critical loss in the oxygen supply. Captain Kittinger found it nec- 
estfuy to repressnrize the capsule manually during descent.  This was ac- 
complished by opening one of the portholes in the capsule.  It was never 
necessary to use the emergency oxygen supply, althou/jh the liquid supply 
was nearly depleted at the time of landing. 

Postflight examination revealed that the pressure supply line 
and overboard vent line to the cabin pressure regulator had been crossed 
during installation. This resulted in the oxygen supply being dumped 
outside rather than inside the capsule. 

Although numerous tests had been performed vith the system on the 
ground, the operating characteristics of the regulator were such that the 
error was not discovered during these tests. 

D. Air Regeneration and Temperature Control 

1. Air Regeneration 

Removal of carbon dioxide and water vapor from the capsule 
was accomplished by a chemical air-regeneration unit located external to 
the capsule. The chemicals used in the r«generatlcn system were: 

a. Anhydrous lithium chloride 

b. Anhydrous lithium hydroxide 

c. Anhydrous magntislum perchlorate 

The chemicals were arranged and the airflow was each that the 
air passed over the lithium chloride first, then the lithium hydroxide, 
and finally the magnesium perchlorate. The lithium chloride served to re- 
move moisture before the carbon dioxide was removed by the lithium hydrox- 
ide. The magnesium perchlorate removed moisture formed by the reaction 
between the carbon dioxide and lithium hydroxide, and moisture not removed 
by the lithium chloride. 
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The cheTTvcaj   air-regenerative system consisted of "thirty 
cylindrical nylon bags eighteen Inches long and two Inches In diameter, 
containing the required absorptive chem-lcals, placed In a twelve-Inch 
diameter vertical cylinder, so the axes of the bags were parallel  to 
the axis of the cylinder.    The capsule atmosphere was drawn from the 
bötWö öf  uw capsize at the rate of approximately 25 cfm, passed by the 
ciiendcalßj  and ..cturusd to the upper part of the capsule.    Three differ- 
ent cheailcals wert placed Into each bag In the following order: 

Chemical Position Purpose Per fla« Total 

Lithium chloride Bottom Fredrier 150g ^500g 

Lltaiua hydroxide Center fleraove CO2 125g 3750g 

Magnesium 
perchlora^e Top After drier 150g l+500g 

Weight of bags 10,1« 304g 

TOTAL »05.18 1505^g 

The final weights of chemicals, chemical solutions, and condensed moisture 
collected is tabulated In figure 13«    A postflight chemical analysis of 
the lithium hydroxide was made at Holloman Air Force Base,  shoving that a 
sample taken at the periphery of the chemical bag had reacted with carbon 
dioxide to 19 percent of ..ts capacity. 

Postflight chevdeal analysis of the lithium hydroxide showed 
a 13 percent depletion of lib capacity.  Indicating that the total weight 
ircrease of the lithium hydi ixide was approximately 26? grains.    This is 
equiralent to the moisture liberated by the reaction of approximately hkQ 
gr>*in8 carbon dioxide with llti ium hydroxide.    The subject was sealed in 
tho capsule and the chemical system used for eleven hours and twenty-six 
minutes.    Therefore,  the average carbon dioxide removal  rate was approxi- 
■at«sly 39 grams per hour or O.OB65 pounds per hour. 

Assuming 26U.5 grams weight gain in the chemical system at- 
tributed to the carbon dioxide removal reaction, the balance (759«^g) of 
the total weight gain (I023.9g) aaist be attributed largely to moisture 
oonTeraion.    The average rate of collection was 66.5g -per hour or .IH65 
pounds per hour. 
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BAg NO- 
i 
2 
3 

A 

WT. GRAMS 

4 5 7.5 
4505 
4 5 94 
4 499 

5 4 50 0 
6 45 4.2 
7 4 5 6.3 
8 4 6 3.9 
9 458.5 

10 4 5 3.! 
1 1 4 5 3.0 
1 2 4 5 6.9 
13 4698 
14 4 6 1.6 
1 5 4 6 1.6 
16 4 5 1.8 
17 4 5 8.6 
18 4 6 1.9 
19 464.1 
20 4 5 72 
21 45 8 5 
22 4 5 6.7 
23 46 2.0 
24 4 6 4.5 
25 456.5 
26 4 6 0.6 
27 46 0.0 
28 46 2.6 
29 46 1.6 
io 4 8 3r9 

/, 28)     27 

/ ®     (M) @\ 
/(SO)     ,26 

l@®( / gv   va-®Nr"' 

RFI ATIVE POSITIONS OF BAGS 
IM   CHEMICAL TANK 

GROSS I   0 8.2  WATt«   IN BOTTOM   OF CHEMICAL   TANK 

TARE        7 7.0 
NtT 3 1.^   WATER    HEIGHT  GAIN   IN   CHEMICAL   TANK 

7 2 2.7   CWtlWMl    WEIGHT    GAIN 
7 5 3.9   TOTAL    WEIGHT  GAIN   IN   CHfMICAL   TANK 

2 7 0.0   WATER   COOLER   CONDE N8ATE(tST ) 

I023.9GRAMS-T0TAL WEIGHT GAIN 

GROSS I 3 776.7 GRAMS FINAL CHEMICAL WEIGHT 

TARE   I 5054.0 GRAMS INITIAL CHEMICAL WEIGHT 

NET 7 2 2.7 GRAMS CHEMICAL WEIGHT GAIN 

FIGURE 15 
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2.    Tegyerature Control 

The capsule cooling was accon^lished by circulating the cap- 
sule air through a finned-tube water-core heat exchanger.    The heat ex- 
changer was located externally and designed to ww» ■BprMd«»»!^ 
l600gFrü/hr in the nonnal temperature range      * »f^^ "«TjJfJf 
heating the capsule because the heat input from **j£e*^***?£ 
tion system,  electrical components,  ana solar raaiation woua^ mc.e   OflO 
compensate for the heat loss from the capsule. 

The air was circulated, by a 200 cfto axial-type blower,  from 
the base of the capsule though the cooling core and f^™6* *° ^ "Pf1" 
section of the capsule.    A water trap was located such that it collected 
condensation that formed on the cooling core. 

The cooling system could be controlled either manually or 
automatically.    If on automatic operation, a thennDstat ^*f*J**rr 

to maintain Ihe selected temperature.    A three-position J^ctor switch 
with automatic, manual and off positions permitted the pilot to select 
and control the operation. 

Since the water coder did not operate effectively at high 
ambient pressures, a cap containing 80 pounds of dry ice was JM^J* 
^r supplementary cooling during prelaunch activities.  J^" ^f^.f6 

capsulf to the 50'F range in the vicinity of the subject.    It is esti- 
mated that approximately fifty pounds of dry ice remained in the cap at 
U^e time of Sunch 6-l/2 hours after the dry ice cap ™M&*>fA 

because of this quantity of dry ice remaining,  the capsule thermostat 
did not call for cooling at any time.    The thermostat had *-» ■•t ?t 
70#P. but the highest ambient temperature noted during the preparation 
perlid^JL 62-F at#0215 COT, and during the flight the highest obsetved 
temperature was 53  F« 

E.    Comnanications 

The communications equipment provided for this nigh- Included a 
VHP transceiver with an integral VOR receiver, an HF receiver ^r yoice 
communications, and a telemetering transmitter which could be used for 
CW transmission in the event of failure of the voice conmunlcations. 

As was indicated earlier in this report, because of a mechanical 
malfunction of the 7HF transceiver,  the CW transmitter had to be used 
for air-to-ground coanunication throughout mich of the flight. 

A system was used to telemeter the heartbeat and respiration of 
the subject by means of frequency shift keying of the beacon transmitter 
so that an audible signal was received for the respiration, and an over- 
riding tone indicated the heartbeat. 
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The following frequencies were available in the gondola for co«- 
«unicat'.ons and ve« assigned the reference code shown: 

frequency MS£ 

118.5 nc      Voice special 

122.6 Voice Unicom 

122,1 Voice CAA 
Communication 

D 
121.5 Emergency 

122.5 'rower 

I72l<-     KC Aerostat transmitting ? 

only 

5125      kc Aerostat receiving J 
6700.5 kc only 

Channel F was used for telemetering or emergency CW communica- 
T^ irovide au ADF signal for tracking the balloon.    An 

.ions, and to provide »J^TTt^^^ ^acon transmitter so that the 

Mio control cut-torn could be effccttd on Cluumel H •• »^ «* 
™,.v     She AlrVrce and Win«n ReBoarch tracklr« plan«, "«" ae 

STS-Ä/iUSS at the *in«n Research plar.t( ver. equipped to 

accon^lish this cut-down. 

p.    Instrumentation 

The flight «cording Inatnaents uere runted In a J«fJ***?^ 
inetallerin tifupr- heoiophe«. ^JSS^JS^S^S^ 
interval, ty «ana of an l*****^™^**^ P"vlded on the rirtncÄ^pTeitp; JL^ZI:^ U *& x***. 
or five-minute intervals.    (See fig. I1*.} 
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The indlcatione of the following instrmaents were recorded In 
this manner: 

1. 0 - 80,000 foot altimeter 

2. 62 - 200,000 foot altimeter 

3. 0 - 2000 feet per ■Jtetf rate of climb indicator 

k, 8-day clock 

?. Voltmeters 

6. Cabin pressure 

7. Cabin tenperature 
mm* 

8. Outside air temperature 

Ifounted apart.  Vit also in the upper heaisphere, was a magnetic coiqpass 
to provide azimuth orientation. 

The capsxile atncsph^re-indicating instruments provided for this 
flight included a Beckaaii Oxygen Analyzer, a Fyrite OOa Analyzer, oiygeu 
pressure and quantity indicators^ end a hand aspirated psychrometer. 

Two Brlnel i tensioa»ters were instaHled in lianetrically opposed 
parachute ilsers.    These were Intended to prorlde parachute opening shock 
data in the erent that a parachute descent had been necessary. 

The outside air tx^erature was measured by two white thermistors 
installed on a rotating icd such thct one Mf moring at a higher ▼8lo<;ity 
than the other.    Ohe resistance« of these therslstors were then Indicated 
on two ü - 50 microampere meters or tbs photo ;panel.    The ratio of th^ 
Telocity of the two themUtors was such that the heat loss from one was 
twice the heat loss from the other.    The actual air tesverature was deter- 
mined by the formula: 

Ta ■ 2Ti - Ta 

where: 

Ta ■ true air temperature 

Ti - temperature of the high Telocity thermistor 

T2 " temperature of the low Telocity thermistor. 
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An interralo-eter, U-ad to the c««r* ^•JS^^LlSSSL 
out the themisto« ereiy twelfth expowre, thua prorldln« a calihratlon 
point for the next eleven readlnge. 

The time altitude curve shown In figure 15 va« obtained fro« the 
photo panel d^L The tl-es and dun.tlon Indicated ^operation of the 
LlooHpex valve we«, taken fro« ^ Pllofa notes Jf f^?^^ 
records a comparison between the actual rate of cllab and that Indicated 
by the rate of cllab Indicator on the Instruiaent panel. 

The temperatures recorded by the Individual ^«f 8f" ^ ** 
themisto wa^wlU be fouM plotted *?^*\™'£££* ^ 
includes a curve showing the difference between *^ "**"£. fJSrt 
1? shows a ******* between the tea^erature sounding «ade ^^ "cent 

with the themistor waver and the temperature sounding »ade that saae 
^omlngV^e weather bureau station at St. Cloud, Minnesota.    The de- 
scent teiiperatures are plotted In figure 18. 

The computed altitude based on the temperatures plotted in fig- 
ure 17 vLll be found in figure 19. 

Data nscoided by the pilot pertaining to «ft P«?o;™fe Jj £ 
o^rgen generation system will be found In figure 20. Tabulation of the 
final air regeneration data is shown in figure U. 
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HI. BMI ABALYSIS 

The tlae altitude curve for Operation MAHHIGH I Is shown In figure 15. 
The Instrument from which these data were tafcen was marked with uhe HACA 
pressure altitude scale, Tne theoretical altitude at which a balloon 
should float is calculated by using ICAO  Standard Atmosphere tables. Since 
the pressure at which a balloon float« Is directly proportional to the air 
temperature, and this temperature BAy  differ from that used for computing 
the Standard Atmosphere table, it is possible for the actual balloon cell- 
ing to fall short of or exceed the theoretical pressure celling. In this 
case, the MMfc— indicated pressure altitude which occurred at 08oh CDI 
was only ^KX) feet short of theoretical, a deviation of .52 percent. The 
geometric, altitude for this pressure level cen be calculated if the proper 
tenjperacure soundings are made during the ascent. (See Section II, C, 
above.) The maximum indicated pressure altlte^r *s recorded by the photo 
panel camera wa» 55,000 feet or ZJ.SO Wb. It vUl  ~^ sctsd that this oc- 
curred approximately 20 minutes after the balloon r^&ched ceiling - a 
period during which the balloon was undulating as it vamed and valved 
off the free lift gained from super-heating of the balloon gas. This 
undulation of the balloon is apparent up to ten minutes prior to descent. 

It is interesting to note that in the early stages of the descent, 
valvlng gas started the balloon downward at a fair descent rate only to 
have it slow up shortly thereafter. This was due to the adiabatic /arm- 
ing of the balloon gas above air temperature during descent, causing 
negativ* free lift to be lost in theimodynemic drag. This can be seen 
from the temperature sounding for the decent in figure l8, which shows 
that the air actually became colder as the balloon descended, having the 
effect of restoring lift to the balloon. The air was nearly isothermal 
from 72,0(0 feet down to 63,000 feet where it again decreased in tempera- 
ture, and it is noted that the balloon tended to level off at 62,000 feet. 

The total valvlng tiae was 3^ minutes, all of which occurred above 
the tropopause. Once the balloon had descended beüow the tropopause, 
the thermal lapse rate of the air teaperature then aided the descent of 
the balloon. 

In figure 15, the curve comparing the rate of climb as measured by 
the altitude gages to the indicated rate of climb of the rate of climb 
instrument in the photo panel, shows the indicator to be quite accurate 
up to an altitude of approximately 60,000 feet on the ascent, but not 
too reliable above at altitude of 10,000 feet on the descent. 

The deviation of the theodolite altitude readings from that indicated 
by the Wallace and Tiernan Gage is the result of an error in bearing read- 
ings because of a lack of precise time measurements. 
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A.    Temperature Sounding 

As outlined previously In Section II, F, an attempt was mdt    -o 
arrive at the true air temperature by the use of two thermlstorrf venti- 
lated at different rates.    This approach was used to overcome the diffi- 
culty of measuring temperatures  In low density gases caused hy poor 
thermal contact between the sensor and gas.    The use of the differential 
between two thermistors reduces  the effect of any variations  In ventila- 
tion rates because of balloon movement.    Figure l6 shows  the data from 
this equipment.    During ascent and descent the data appear quite reliable. 
Howeverj  when the Villoou reached altitudes above approximately 62,000 
feet,   the thermistor teraperaturep  fluctuated quite rapidly, both readings 
being in phase but not equal in amplitude,  resulting in an erratic record. 
Assuming that the temper ture was essentially constant would mean that 
there was a wide fluctuation in values for the ventilation factor.    As 
will be recalled from figure 15i  these measurements were not made in still 
air,   for the balloon w^s ir  ".onstant vertical motion even at celling. 

Postflight analysis of these data has brought out several ou^r 
conclusions concerning the equipment.    The effect of the sun shining on 
the thermistors  is not compensated for,  and from Captain Kittinger's 
notes,  it is probable that the waver was oriented  tov-ard the sun during 
most of the time at high altitude. 

An error in the original calibration has b§en discovered because 
of a heating effect from the bridge used to measure the  thermistor re- 
sistance.    The remaining thermistors  in the batch were recalibrated and 
found to yield a considerably different Beta factor, but since the ther- 
mistors used during the flight were destroyed during landing,  they could 
not be recalibrated.    A correction factor has been applied to the flight 
det-P,   PR! c'ilat.ed  from  the other thermistors,  but the data are not be- 
lieved to be more accurate than ± 20C.    This may account for much of the 
difference between the soundings on this flight and that of the St. Clo^d 
weather station.    The sounding temperatures used were obtained from the 
high velocity thermistor, as it is believed to be the most nearly correct 
temperature. 

It should be noted that the calibration error correction for the 
thermistors is considerably cmaller at low temperatures,  wnich accounts 
for the better agreement between high and low velocity thermistor indi- 
cations at the lower temperatures during flight. 

Prom the flight data,  it can be seen  that the real value of this 
method of determining temperatures of low pressure gases lies  in the 
reliability which can be attached to a measurement when the two  thermistor 
readL.66 agree. 
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B.    Computed Linear Altitude 

In view of the unreliability of the  temperature sounding,   little 
importance can be attached to a conrputed linear altitude  for this  fli**. 
However, using the soundings as shown in figure 17 and the  tables published 
in Circular P of the United States  iVeather Bureau,  a maximum linear alti- 
tude of 97,000 feet was computed.    This  is 1500 feet higher than the in- 
dicated NACA pressure altitude. 

C.     Conclusions 

The following conclusions were formed as a result of this   flight: 

1. Tue flight operations procedures  for this  flight were adequate. 
Launching was accomplished without difficulty,  and operations direction 
was abüe to cope with unusual and unforeseen developments. 

2. Balloon behavior was as anticipated. 

3. Flight controls were adequate.    Command of  the balloon was 
accomplished as desired. 

k.    The capsule proved  In nwst rerpe^ts capable of fulfil   ing its 
design requirements. 

5. A human error in connecting the automatic oxygen control 
valve resulted in early  termination of the flight. 

6. The  telemetering and conmunications system functioned as 
intended.    However,  a meehanlcal malfunction resulted in loss o.' voice 
conmmlcatlons  from the  aerostat early  In the flight.    The ene-^cy 
provifHonB were capable  of handling an extended flight. 

7. The  temperature measuring equipme-'   lid not functicn ^o 
intended.    Analysis of the troubles indicated thf*  '.he principles on 
which the instrument operates are valid, but improvement in detail   is 
required.    The  temperature data gathered on the  flight are not accurate 
enough to allow computation of a geometric altitude to within 750 feet 
or ±.8 percent. 

0.    On the basis of the temperature sounding of the weather 
bureau at St.  Cloud,  a mxinnm geometric altitude in excess of 95,300 
feet can be assumed for this  flight. 

9.    Other instrumentation and equipment operated in a satisfactory 
manner. 
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D.    Recomaendatlone 

*.ndatlo£ « 22? ^ the eXPerlenCe galned in this n^  the- —- 

«ho, i* rl'    ^ft?r rePflr ^ ?*• ÖXySea By8tem' a siinulated night test 
should be made in a stratosphere chamber to provide operational capability 
infonnatlon prior to attesting a 24.hour flight. capannity 

2.    The the mis tors for the waver should be calibrated in the 
actuai metering circuit in which they are used.    They should ho *— - 

at the t&wSTXÄ deVlCe8'  "^ " ^ -•*-'  *^ ^ ^ 

to wJ^J^ZÄS^8enaing ^^^ '^ ^ ^-^ 
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